
 

 

ООО «ИНТЕРПРОМТЕХСЕРВИС-М» в сотрудничестве с Jiangsu Moon Motor 

Co.,Ltd. предлагает вашему предприятию целый спектр промышленных 

электродвигателей.  

Нашей основной продукцией являются взрывозащищенные двигатели, 

высоковольтные трехфазные двигатели и общие электродвигатели. 

Взрывозащищенные электродвигатели включают серии YB3, YB2, YBS (DSB), 

ВК2, YBJ, ЕКЗ, YAKK т. д. Мы также производим Y, Y2, YKK и высокого 

напряжения трехфазные двигатели YRKK-серии.  

• Наша продукция соответствует сертификату ISO9001: 2000, который мы 

получили в 2004 году.  

• Все наши двигатели признаны на международном рынке и отличаются 

хорошим качеством и конкурентоспособными ценами. 

• Мы осуществляем полный цикл поставки товара, включающий в себя 

размещение заказа любой сложности на предприятии Китая, вывоз товара 

из Китая, таможенную очистку и доставку по всей территории России и стран 

СНГ. 

• Возможно производство двигателей по чертежам заказчика. 

• Срок выполнения заказа с момента предоплаты — 2 месяца. 
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YB3-63～355 series explosion-proof three-phases asynchronous motors 

 

 



 

1.introduction 
Superseding the old generation of YB2, YB3 flame proof three-phase asynchronous motors,the basic series of flame 
proof motors, are developed and manufactured by our company. This series motors are of remarkable features, such 
as compact construction, lightweight, attractive appearance, safe and reliable operation, long operation life excellent 
performance and easy maintenance. 
For this series motors, the output ratings and mounting dimensions conform to the specifications of IEC standards 
and the correlation between them basically agrees with EIN42673. The motors are easy to complete with export 
machinery and equipment and to supply as spare accessories in the import equipment. 
This series motors are designed and manufactured into flameproof type and the flameproof property conforms to 
GB3836.1-2010  explosive  environment  Part  1:  general  requirement  on  equipment  Part  2:  equipment  inside 
explosion-proof enclosure "d", IEC60079-1:2007, MOD. Explosion-proof mark Exdl Mb is suitable for the equipment 
used in the coal mine containing methane (class l). Exdll AT4 Gb, Exdll BT4 Gb is suitable for the equipment used in 
the coal mine containing explosive gases (class ll). 
2.Construction Features 
1)The flameproof constructions for Exdl Mb,Exdll AT4 Gb, Exdll BT4 Gb are available. 
2)The degree of protection is IP55 for motor main enclosures. 
3)The cooling form is IC410 and IC411. 
4)The stator windings are of class F insulation and ensures a large margin of safety in temperature rise and long 
service life. 
5)A cylindrical shaft extension is equipped on motors, which is driven by coupling or spur gearing. 
6)The stator windings are wound with polyester enamel round wire of high strength and them treated with the 
progress of vacuum-pressure impregnation, to make them become a solid integral. Therefore, the winding insulation 
is excellent in electrical and mechanical properties, moisture resistance and thermal stability. 
7)The rotors are of cast-aluminum and dynamically balanced to make the motor operate smoothly with small 
vibration and low noise. 
8)The stator and rotor cores are laminated with high-class electrical steel sheet with high permeability and low loss. 
Thus makes the motors possess low loss and high efficiency. 
9)The motors are fitted with low vibration and low noise bearings special for motors. For the motors of frame size 160 
and below, bilaterally shielded ball bearings are used and corrugated spring washers at the driving ends pressed on 
bearings with proper pressure to restrain effectively the vibration and noise produced during motors' operation. For 
the motors of frame size 180 and above, the bearings position are equipped on shafts to prevent the rotor efficiently 
from moving axially. 
In order to operate safely and reliably, the bearings of the motors frame size 180 and above are provide with greasing 
attachments, which are of the use to drain or replenish the lubricating grease without stopping the motors. For the 
frame size 250 and above, the positions for mounting bearing temperature monitoring censers are preliminary left. 
3.Service Conditions 
.Rated voltage: 380V, 660V,1140V, 380/660V, 660/1140V 
.Rated frequency: 50Hz. 
Duty type: Continuous running duty-type S1 



 

The altitude is not up to 1000m high sea level. The ambient temperature, which is subject to seasonal variation 
belongs to indoor circumstance of -20～+40℃. 
The correlation between frame size, output and speed are shown in the below table 

 
4.Constructions, mounting arrangements and overall dimensions 
The installation way of this series electromotor shall be in accordance with the stipulations of the structural style, 
installing  form  and  classification  of  junction  box  location  of  GB997  electric  rotating  machine.  This  series 
electromotors is containing five basic structures. 
B3-with foot mounted, but without flange 
B5-with flange mounted and footless. 
B35-with both foot and flange mounted 
B14-with small flange mounted and footless 
B34-with both foot and small flange mounted 
Based on five constructions mentioned above, this series motors can be modified 15 constructions and mounting 
arrangements. For the manufacture range, see Table 2. And for constructions and mounting arrangements, see 
table3. 
Table 2 

 

Fram size Sample of constructions and mounting arrangements(IM) 
63-71 B3,B5,B6.B7,B8,B14,B34,V1,V3,V5,V6,V18 
80-112 B3,B5,B6.B7,B8,B14,B34,B35,V1,V3,V5,V6,V15,V18,V36 
132-160 B3,B5,B6.B7,B8,B35,V1,V3,V5,V6,V15,V36 
315-450 B3,B35,V1. 



 

Table 3 
 

 
 

5.Motor terminal construction 
The structure of the terminal boxes is in possession of excellent flameproof performance, higher protection degree 
and bigger compartment being in favor of connection. Three entry forms are available: they are rubber-insulated 
cable, conduit entry and explosion-proof flexible pipe(armoured cable). According to different starting requirements, 
the inlet entry can be made into one or two,(one entry is suitable for motor direct-on-line starting and two entries Y-Δ 
starting). For the inlet entry and scope of terminal box. 
Overall and mounting schematic diagram & dimensions 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 

 



 

 
●◎◆Please contact us for motors if you want motors with frame No. 400 and above or 12 poles and above. 



 

YBK-112 ～ 355 series explosion-proof three-phases asynchronous motors for 

coal mines 

 
 
YBK2 explosion-proof three-phase asynchronous motors are specially designed for coal mine under pit operation. 
The frame is made by steel plate, while the fan cover, terminal box and insulation are reinforced. This series of 
motors are up to the National Standards: GB3836.1-2010 explosive environment Part 1: general requirement on 
equipment and GB3836.2-2010 explosive environment Part 2: equipment inside explosion-proof enclose "d". Made 
of flame-proof ExdI Mb. Explosion-proof Mark ExdI Mb is suitable for the equipment used in the coal mine containing 
methane. 
The electric features, mounting dimensions and rated power of this series motors are all the same as YB3 
series series motors except the frame, fan cover and terminal box. 
The main hull of the motors is at the protection degree IP55, up to the requirement in GB/T4942.1. The cooling 
system is IC411 up to GB/1993. 
Technical data 
Rated voltage: 380V,660V,380/660V,660/1140V. 
Way of connection: △/Y 
Way of working: continuous S1 
Frequency: 50Hz 
Form of installation: B3, B5 
Frame size: 112-355 
Power: 1.5-315kW. 



 

YBD2-80  ～ 280   Series   explosion-proof   polar   changeable   and   multispeed 

three-phase asynchronous motors 

 
 

Introduction 
Developed  from  YB3  series  motors,  this  series  of  motors  are  totally  enclosed,  squirrel-cage explosion-proof 
three-phase asynchronous ones. The number of polars and output powder are changed through the different 
connection of coils to meet the load requirement of machines, to simplify the speed system and to save the electric 
energy. 
The multispeed motors are satisfied by the change of polars. They have two-speed, three-speed and four-speed 
ones. The terminal box of the two-speed motors has six connection bolts, three-speed motors nine connection bolts 
and the four-speed motors 12 connection bolts for the different polars and speeds. 
This series of motors are up to the National standard GB3836.2-2010 explosive environment Part 2 equipment inside 
explosion-proof enclosure "d". Exdll AT4 Gb, ExdII BT4 Gb is suitable for the equipment used in the coal mine 
containing explosive gases. Temperature group T1-T4 is applicable to the equipment used in the conditions where 
explosive gases are present. 
Technical data: 
Protection degree: IP44 or IP54, the terminal box at IP54. 
The cooling way: IC411. 
Rated Voltage of the motor: 380V 
Frequency: 50Hz 
Way of working: continuous S1. 
Comparison Table among frame size,RPM and power 



 

 



 

 
 

 

YB2-W,TH,WTH series explosion-proof three-phases asynchronous 

motors(H80-355) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
YB2-W,TH,WTH series of motors, developed from YB3 series motors, are totally enclosed, self-cooled, squirrel-cage 
explosion-proof three-phase asynchronous ones for the use in out door light corrosive area(W type), in-door humid 
tropical area (TH type) and out-door humid tropical area (WTH) and for the light corrosive condition and factories with 
explosive gas mixture at the explosion-proof grade IIA, IIB and temperature grade T1-T4 group. 
The properties of this series motors are up to the standard JB/T9596-1999, with the explosion-proof features are up 
to GB3836.1-2011. The explosion-proof types is divided into ExdII AT4 Gb and ExdII BT4 Gb. 
The rated powder, electrical features, synchronous speed and mounting dimensions of this series motors 
are all the same as YB3 series motors. 
Technical data: 
The protection grade: IP55, the terminal box at IP55. 
The cooling system is IC411. 
Rated voltage: 220V, 380V, 660V, 1140V, 220/380V, 380/660V, 660/1140V. 
Frequency: 50Hz 
Way of working: continuous S1. 



 

Environment condition for use 

 



 

 
 

 

YBF63-160 series explosion-proof three-phases asynchronous motors for 

blowers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This series of motors are up to the explosion-proof properties specified in GB3836.2-2010 explosive environment 
Part 2 equipment inside explosion-proof enclosure "d". Explosion-proof mark ExdI Mb is suitable for the equipment 
used in the coal mine containing methane (class I). ExdII AT4 Gb,ExdII BT4 Gb is suitable for the equipment used in 
the coal mine containing explosive gases (class II). Temperature group T1-T4 is applicable to the equipment used in 
the conditions where explosive gases are present. 
The main hull of the motors is at the protection grade IP54, the terminal box at IP55. 
The cooling system of the motors is IC411 by the circulating air from the blower to cool the motor. 
Rated voltage: 380V, 660V, 380/660V, 660/1140V. 
Frequency: 50Hz 
Way of work: continuous S1 
Comparison Table among frame size, RPM and power. 

 
Overall and mounting schematic diagram & dimensions 



 

 
 

 
 

 



 

YBF2-112 ～ 355 series explosion-proof three-phases asynchronous motors for 

blowers 

 
 
This series of motors are from YB2 series flame-proof three-phase asynchronous motors. Explosion-proof mark ExdI 
Mb is suitable for the equipment used in the coal mine containing methane (class I). ExdII AT4 Gb, ExdII BT4 Gb is 
suitable for the equipment used in the coal mine containing explosive gases (class II). Temperature group T1-T4 is 
applicable to the equipment used in the conditions where explosive gases are present. 
The main hull of the motors is at the protection grade IP55. 
Cooling system: IC411 
Frequency: 50Hz 
The rated voltage:380V, 660V,380/660V, 660/1140V 
Way of working: continuous S1. 



 

Comparison Table among frame size, RPM and power 

 
Overall and mounting schematic diagram & dimensions. 

 



 

 

 



 

YBSO63～80 series flame-proof three-phases asynchronous motors 
 

 
 

This series of motors made by explosion-proof type are up to the National standard GB3836.2-2010<<Explosive 
environment general equipment inside explosion-proof enclosure "d">>. Explosion-proof mark ExdI Mb is suitable for 
the equipments used in the coal mine containing methane (class I). ExdII AT4 Gb and Exdll BT4 Gb are suitable for 
the equipments used in the coal mine containing explosive gases (class II). Temperature group T1-T4 is applicable to 
the equipment used in the conditions where explosive gases (class II) are present. 
The main enclosure of the motor is at the protection grade IP54,the terminal box is at IP55. 
Cooling system: IC411 
Rated voltage: 380V 
Frequency: 50Hz 
Way of working: continuous S1 
Installation type: B3,B34,B14,B5 
Technical data: 

 



 

 
 
YBJ series explosion-proof three-phases asynchronous motors for coal mine 

winches. 

 
 
YBJ explosion-proof three-phase asynchronous motors are up to the standard GB3836.2-2010 Part 2 equipment 
inside explosion-proof enclosure "d". Explosion-proof mark ExdI Mb is suitable for the equipments used in the coal 
mine containing methane, as ascension and heavy machinery and equipments of traction power with the drive. 
Technical data: 
Insulation class: F 
Protection grade: IP55 
Rated voltage:380/660V, 660/1140V 
Frequency: 50Hz 
Synchronous speed:1500 r/min 
Way of working: continuous S1. 
Overall and mounting schematic diagram & dimensions. 



 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 

YBS(DSB) series explosion-proof three-phase asynchronous motors for 

conveyor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This series of motors are suitable for using together with the scraper conveyor, belt conveyor, loading machine and 
fragmentate  machine.  The  performance  of   the  safety  of   the  motors  is  confirming  to  the  standard  of 
GB3836.2-2010<<Electric equipment for using in the explosive gas environment general equipment>>. The 
explosion-proof mark is "ExdI Mb". 
Main techinical data: 
Rated voltage: 380/660V,660/1140V 
Rated frequency: 50Hz 
Application scope: 4-125kW 
Protection class: IP54, Junction box is IP55. 
Insulation class: F or H 
Mounting arrangement: IMB3, IMB5, IMB10. 
Performance Indicator & Technical data of rated electricity. 

 
 

Overall and mounting schematic diagram & dimensions 



 

 
 

 



 

 

 



 

YB2-400～450 series explosion-safe three-phase asynchronous electric motors 
 

 
 
This series of explosion-safe three-phase asynchronous motor are working by fan-cooled with inn-circulated 
ventilation.  It  features  high  efficiency,  superior  performance  and  rational  structure  of  explosion-safe.  The 
performance of the safety of the products is confirming to the standard of GB3836-2010<<explosive environment 
Part 2 equipment inside explosion-proof enclosure "d">>. The "Exdl Mb" or "ExdII BT4 Gb" types in this series of 
products are according to the equipment of application. Explosion-proof mark ExdI Mb is suitable for the equipments 
used in the coal mine containing methane(class I). ExdII AT4 Gb, ExdII BT4 Gb is suitable for the equipment used in 
the coal mine containing explosive gases(class II). 

 
 
Main Technical data: 
Rated voltage:3000V, 3300V,6000V,10000V 
Rated Frequency: 50Hz 
Protection class: IP55, IP44 
Application scope: 160kW～500kW 
Insulation class: F 
Installation type: B3 



 

Performance indicator and Technical data of rated electricity 
 

 



 

 
 

 
 

Overall and mounting schematic diagram & dimensions 



 

 
 

YB2-560～800 series explosion-safe three-phase asynchronous electric motors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Series YB2-560 ～ 800 high voltage flame-proof three-phase induction motors are working by fan-cooled with 
inn-circulated ventilation and with axial cooled-pipes around frame. This series motors have many remarkable 
features such as compact construction, light weight, excellent performance, little vibration, low noise, safe and 
reliable operation and easy maintenance etc. The performance to the standard of GB3836<<Electric equipment for 
using  in  the  explosive  environment  general  equipment>>.  Explosion-proof  mark  ExdI  Mb  is  suitable  for  the 
equipment used in the coal mine containing methane(class I). ExdII AT4 Gb, ExdII BT4 Gb is suitable for the 
equipment used in the coal mine containing explosive gases(class II). This series products are according to the 
equipment of the application. They are safe to use in the locations where there are explosive gas mixtures and can 
be used to drive ventilators, water pumps and compressors etc. 
Main technical data: 
Rated voltage:3300V,6000V,10000V 
Rated frequency:50Hz 
Protection class:IP44, IP54 
Application scope: 315kW-1800kW 
Insulation class: F 
Installation type: IMB3. 



 

Performance Indicator & Technical data of rated electricity 
 

 
 

Overall and mounting schematic diagram & dimensions. 
 

 



 

 
 

 


